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Looking back on last year, 
we have to acknowledge 
that many times, we felt 
overwhelmed by the length 
of the crisis and the com-
plexities of the region. Many 
times, we felt powerless 
in the face of the always- 
increasing needs of vulner-
able populations. Sometimes, we just felt 
sad, watching our friends go through the 
harshest winter in a long time with very  
little to keep warm.

Although some refugees and displaced 
people have started to return to their 
places of origin, many do not feel that it is 
safe enough for them to go back yet. And 
even those who do remain very vulnerable. 
The needs don’t seem to be decreasing 
at all, and it is getting more and more 
challenging to continue helping all the 
families with whom our partner churches 
have established meaningful relationships.

At the same time, we witnessed again an 
inspiring outpouring of God’s love here in 
the Middle East. We felt deeply humbled 
by the prayers and support we received, 
and by the faithfulness of our partners 
everywhere in the world. We are indeed 
one family in Him, all working together as 
the body of Christ, to be faithful witnesses 
of His love to the nations. Thanks to your 

generosity, our local partners have been 
able to help thousands feed their families, 
keep warm, stay healthy, give their children 
an education, and learn skills in the hope 
of a better future ahead. Just as it takes 
only a tiny bit of yeast to work through all 
the dough, those small deeds of love have 
made God’s love shine bright within the 
surrounding darkness.

Looking ahead, we anticipate an even 
more uncertain year. Lebanon and Iraq are 
going through massive popular uprisings 
and fighting escalated again in Syria. 
But we choose to believe that all those 
uncertainties can become opportunities 
for us all to better serve God in the region, 
and we trust His promises that all things 
work together for the good of those who 
love Him.

Please keep us and the beautiful countries 
where we work in your prayers and keep 
standing alongside us as we serve vulner-
able families in our midst.

With much appreciation,

The MERATH team 

MESSAGE
FROM THE
TEAM
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Who we are

MERATH is a faith-based organization 
that partners with local churches and 
organizations to implement relief and 
development projects for thousands 
of displaced and vulnerable families in 
Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq, in the fields of 
basic needs, education and child protection, 
livelihoods and recovery.

How we work 

We connect
We connect partners with 
other local and international 
actors and stakeholders, and 
represent their values and 
perspectives with broader 
humanitarian networks.

We catalyze
We catalyze and augment our 
partners’ desire and capacity 
to respond to immediate and 
underlying needs in their 
communities.

We complement
We complement pre-existing 
resources providing spe-
cialized knowledge, skills, 
and services to ensure 
quality programming while 
also seeking to learn from the 
experience of our partners.

We believe that it is through caring for the 
whole person that we best incarnate the 
ministry of Christ, who both fed the hungry 
and offered His body as the bread of life, 
healed the sick, and preached forgiveness 
of sins. It is in the context of relationship 
and community that our church partners 
are able to be authentic witnesses to our 
vulnerable neighbors, unconditionally serving 
each according to their needs.

M E R A T H  2 0 1 8  |  2 0 1 9 M I D D L E  E A S T  R E V I V E  &  T H R I V E
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30,000 
individuals  

received winter 
items to  

keep warm
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2,200 
families with  

babies and young 
children provided 

with diapers and milk

1,000 
individuals 

received 
medical 
assistance 

170 
individuals 
enrolled in 
vocational 
trainings

 
1,000 

individuals 
 benefited from 

agriculture  
assistance 

500 
individuals 
benefited  

from 
 water  

purifiers 

51,000 
individuals 
benefited  
from food 
assistance 
 

FROM OCTOBER 2018 TO SEPTEMBER 2019, 
THROUGH LOCAL PARTNERS,

WE TURNED 5.6 MILLION DOLLARS INTO

RELIEF AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS FOR OVER

50,000 DISPLACED AND VULNERABLE  
INDIVIDUALS IN AROUND 50 LOCATIONS 

IN LEBANON, SYRIA, AND IRAQ
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1,500 
children received 

non-formal 
education in 9 
learning centers 
in Lebanon

600 
children enrolled 

in 3 child friendly 
spaces in Syria

Page
- 10 -
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- 14 -
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- 16 -

EDUCATION AND
CHILD PROTECTION

Page
- 6 -BASIC NEEDS

LIVELIHOODS
AND RECOVERY

TRAINING AND  
STAFF CARE

2,000 
children 

reached with 
psychosocial 

support 
activities 

and/or 
counselling

300 
staff and 
volunteers 

participated 
in trainings, 

workshops, and 
retreats

700 
individuals 
benefited 

from home 
rehabilitation 

in Syria

FROM OCTOBER 2018 TO SEPTEMBER 2019, 
THROUGH LOCAL PARTNERS,

WE TURNED 5.6 MILLION DOLLARS INTO

RELIEF AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS FOR OVER

50,000 DISPLACED AND VULNERABLE  
INDIVIDUALS IN AROUND 50 LOCATIONS 

IN LEBANON, SYRIA, AND IRAQ
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Responding to the needs of 
the most vulnerable 

Giving vulnerable families
their daily bread

With food insecurity affecting 92% of 
refugee households in Lebanon and 6.6 
million people in Syria, many people still 
need help to feed their children.3  For the 
51,000 individuals who benefited from 
food assistance in fiscal year 2018/19, 
the food vouchers and boxes distributed 
through our church partners have been 
monthly reminders that God is faithful and 
has not forgotten them.

M E R A T H  2 0 1 8  |  2 0 1 9 B A S I C  N E E D S

Eight years into the Syrian crisis, while some refugees and internally 
displaced people (IDPs) have started to return to their places of origin, 
there are still 6.2 million IDPs and 5.7 million Syrian refugees worldwide, 
and even those who return usually remain very vulnerable.1  In Lebanon, 
most refugees are still hesitant to go back, and 2019 has seen a 5% 
increase in both general poverty and debt levels, with 73% of households 
living below the poverty line and nearly 93% of households in debt.2  In this 
context, the assistance our partners provided remained highly needed and 
life transforming in many cases. 

1 Humanitarian Needs Overview Syria (HNO) 2019
2 Vulnerability Assessment of Syrian Refugees in Lebanon (VASyR) 2019
3 2019 Humanitarian Response Plan Mid-Year Report

I see the love of God in the church 

team. Through them we benefit 

from many things, beyond just 

food. They came to visit us when 

my husband died and brought us 

assistance in the way of food 

vouchers each month and milk and 

diapers. Like God sent angels 
 on this earth.

 - Haya, Syrian refugee widow, Beirut -
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 Meet Hassan*
I live here in Lebanon with my sister and my two 
sons, Hussein and Ali (7 and 9). Their mother had 
a heart attack and passed away a year ago. My 
sister came from Syria to help us but she is both 
deaf and mute. In Syria, I was badly injured in 
my leg and almost lost it. The doctors managed 
to save the bone but now I cannot bend it at all, 
making it impossible for me to do physical work. 
This is why we have no source of income. The 
church here gives us food vouchers every month. 
If we ever need some additional help, the pastor 
brings us food in person. In winter, the church also gave us some mattresses and blankets. 
These food vouchers really are our daily bread. Our lives would be much harder without them. 
All in all, I thank God for the church and that I’m still alive to be there for my young kids. 
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 Meet Reverend Ara
In 2014, soon after I took over the ministry of my church 
in Baghdad, a civil war started. We knew we could not 
turn a blind eye to the many displaced families living 
in miserable conditions. So we started providing relief 
assistance for all groups we were able to reach, regardless 

of their background or religion. Reaching the camps in western Iraq was the hardest, but God 
opened a door so we could distribute basic needs assistance. The displaced families there 
were from a Sunni background, and entering those camps and seeing all this misery made 
us realize that Muslims are victims of ISIS, just like us. And they need God’s love and comfort, 
just like we do. We believe we have been showing them a little bit of God’s love through the 
food boxes. 
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B A S I C  N E E D S

When I thought we had reached bottom, my 
daughter came to live with us with her twin 

baby daughters because her husband  
abandoned her. I was heartbroken because 
they were so hungry. The church visited 

us and started helping us with food and 
clothes for the babies. They gave renewed 

life back to us al l.
 - Halima, displaced grandmother of two, Syria -



We are happy with the help 
we get from the church.  

We are especial ly thankful 

for mil k and diapers, and the 

food boxes. Also, this is the 

only place where my children 
can get an education.
- Amina, Syrian mother of six,  

Bekaa valley - 
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Caring for the well-being 
of the little ones

Beside food, many families with infants  
and young children require additional 
support to meet the critical needs of 
the little ones among them. Milk is of 
crucial importance to young children’s 
development and is prohibitively expensive, 
while diapers are a basic hygiene necessity 
that many cannot afford. 

Last year, about 2,200 famillies of infants 
and young children received monthly 
bags of milk or diaper packs through our 
partners on the ground.

M E R A T H  2 0 1 8  |  2 0 1 9 B A S I C  N E E D S

I am married and work alongside my daughter and 
daughter-in-law doing agriculture work. My 16-year-old 
son works to provide for the whole family as a mechanic. 
I have five children in total and a granddaughter, who is 
40 days old. Back in Syria we had a piece of land that we 
used to grow potatoes, beets, cotton, and onions. But with 
bombings starting right next to our house, the kids felt 
very scared and we left. The local church came to visit us 
about five years ago and has been helping us ever since. 

They give us food vouchers and have provided us with mattresses, blankets, and fuel. The 
voucher usually lasts us for 20 days and is our main source of food.
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Meet Amyra*
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Helping our friends through 
the bleak mid-winter

Last year, Lebanon and Syria went through 
one of the harshest winters in many years 
with intense storms, heavy rain, and snowfall 
leading to floods and freezing temperatures 
that severely affected families living in 
settlements or poorly insulated dwellings. 

B A S I C  N E E D S

Although the needs turned out to be bigger 
than anticipated, our partners provided warmth 
and hope to around 30,000 vulnerable 
individuals by distributing winter clothes and 
clothing stipends, blankets and mattresses, 
stoves and heaters, and fuel vouchers. 

My name is Samina and I have four children aged 
5-13 years old. In May 2018, our house was hit by a 
bomb and we came to Lebanon. Here, my neighbors 
told me about the church. So I went and the church 
has been helping us for the past year. They provided 
us with fuel for our stove, blankets and mattresses, 
as well as food and milk and diapers. Whenever we 
need something, they are here to help. We are very 
grateful. Thank you for your support and we hope 
the church will keep on helping us because we really 
need it. Please tell the donors that we love them all.
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Meet Samina*

This winter was way harsher than the previous ones. 
 We had to sleep on the f loor of our tent with a few old blankets  

until the church gave us new blankets and mattresses. 
- Mohannad, Syrian father of five, Bekaa valley -
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Giving children a future

Following a recent decision of the Lebanese 
Ministry of Education and Higher Education 
(MEHE), only children who have completed 
MEHE-approved programs are now eligible 
to register in public schools. Additionally, 
children who have missed multiple years of 
education have to participate in an Acceler-
ated Learning Program (ALP) designed to 
help them catch-up to grade level offered 
by MEHE and UNICEF. These requirements 
create additional barriers for Syrian children, 

The crisis has led to many children engaging in child labor, exposing 
them to exploitation and abuse, as well as depriving them of education 
opportunities. Although the Lebanese government has made substantial 
efforts, about 138,000 non-Lebanese children of mandatory school age 
(6-14) were not getting an education in 2018/19.1 We have continued to 
provide high-quality non-formal education to around 1,500 children and 
psychosocial support to around 2,000 children, through nine learning 
centers in Lebanon and three child friendly spaces in Syria, one of them 
integrating children with special needs and disabilities for the first time. 
This resulted in more confident and hopeful children, who are catching up 
on years of missed education and who have found a place to play, have 
fun, make friends, and be children again.

who often missed years of education due to 
conflict and displacement.

Thankfully, our education work was approved 
by MEHE this year, and we are hoping to 
start referring children to ALPs and other 
MEHE programs soon. This would help us 
transition more children to formal schooling 
if they choose to do so, thus providing new 
opportunities to the children enrolled in our 
learning centers.

When children stay in the house all 
day, they can become frustrated and 
aggressive. Once my three daughters 
started going to the learning center, 
they changed. Before, their education 
and knowledge were very poor. Now, 
they are reading and writing! They 
are happier, they eat more, they laugh 
more. I love seeing them grow and 
learn! In our culture, girls are not given 

as much importance as men. But their place is in school, because once educated they can 
wisely choose what to do with their lives. My husband and I are paying more attention to 
our girls thanks to the awareness we gained from interacting with the center’s staff. We 
learned that despite the situation around us, we can raise them to think differently.
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Towards new academic prospects for displaced children 

 1  Vulnerability Assessment of Syrian Refugees in Lebanon (VASyR) 2019

Meet Sima*
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Since the church-based learning center has started, 
we have been able to enrol l four of our kids! When we 

enter the center, we feel like human beings again.
- Wafah, Syrian mother of six, Bekaa valley - 
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Meet Sami*
I used to be a university professor of engineering in Syria. 
Although I survived the worst of the war, the national economy 
and infrastructure have been devastated and there is very little 
hope to live decently here. Shortly after I arrived in Lebanon, I 
was hired as an Arabic educator in the church-based learning 
center. I have visited the families of the students in their tents. 
They are living in very poor conditions. I just hope I can make 
the most of the time when they are in my classroom. I feel that I 
can play a huge role in these children’s lives and have a positive 
influence on them. Two of my students did not know how to 
read or write at the beginning of the year. Now they are first in 
the class! I do not want to teach engineering at university anymore. I want to stay 
here and invest in these children so they can go on to be useful members of society. 



 1  LSESD’s center for Smart Kids with Individual Learning Differences

Before enrol ling my children in the child friend ly space,  
my marriage was in trouble and I was suffering from depression. 

 I had a hard time dealing with G haram, as she suffers froman Obsessive 
 C ompulsive Disorder. I would often lose my temper and get very angry.  

In the center, both G haram and I receive counsel ling. G haram has improved 
 a lot and I feel better equipped to take care of my children. 

- Arwa, mother of three, Syria -
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As displaced children are living in 
unstable environments, with many having 
experienced loss of loved ones and some 
form of trauma, the individualized attention 
that our partner centers provide is a critical 
component of advancing not only academic 
performance but overall wellbeing. 

We continued to offer psychosocial support 
activities to over 2,000 children, both in 
our learning centers in Lebanon and our 
child friendly spaces in Syria, and provided 
more in-depth, individualized counselling 
to children who needed it the most, with 
the help of SKILD1 psychologists.

We also extended psychosocial support to 
the educators, who often feel overwhelmed 
by the needs and the situation of the 
children they teach. Additionally, a majority 
of the educators are refugees themselves 
and although the teaching opportunity 
provides them employment and a new 
sense of purpose, they have their own 
personal struggles to deal with. In 2018/19, 
the educators in our programs benefited 
from monthly mentoring sessions and had 
the opportunity to meet individually with  
a counselor. 

Supporting children and their teachers in their overall wellbeing



When Jihad f irst entered the child friend ly space, he was struggling  
to interact with other children and make friends.  

Now, he has regained his confidence, he can express his feelings 
 in a healthier way. He tel ls me when he feels scared, nervous, sad, or happy, 

and he has only been there for three months now!
- Najwa, mother of 7-years old Jihad, Syria - 
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 Meet Sophia*
I have been married for 12 years and I have been very 
sick. My life had always felt empty, like I didn’t have 
a purpose or anything interesting to do. Someone 
told me about a church who could pray for me. So 
I went and indeed, my health improved a lot. One 
day, the same church opened the early childhood 
development center and I was hired to start taking 
care of the children. Suddenly it was like the emptiness 
in me was gone. Because of my health I never had 
children. Now, I have 60 kids. And I love them as if 
they were my own. The other thing I’ve been part of 
through the church was the sewing vocational project. 
I learned how to sew and made most of the clothes I 
am wearing today.
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As a result of the conflict, many Syrians have been deprived of their livelihoods. 
Self-reliance opportunities are extremely limited in struggling host economies. 
In Lebanon, obtaining legal residency continues to be a challenge, making it 
even more difficult for refugees to find work opportunities. 

In year 2018/19, we continued to complement relief with resilience-building 
activities by diversifying our vocational trainings in Lebanon and increasing 
our recovery and rehabilitation programs in Syria. 
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Meet Kamar*
I am from El Hassakeh in north-eastern Syria 
and I have two children. I lost my husband 
in the war. Back in Syria, I used to work as 
a hairdresser for women. When I came to 
Lebanon, my son was nine. I didn’t have any 
money to get him a haircut, so I tried to cut it 
but I didn’t know about hairdressing for men 
and children. My son got a job at a barbershop 
nearby. He told me he would learn and then 
teach me. With the tips he earned he would 
buy us water and food. But then he lost his job and we were kicked out of the 
place we had been staying in so far. When I found out about this training, I 
knew I wanted to learn more. My son is 14 now and I am happy I’m able to cut 
his hair well. If I went back to Syria I would definitely use the skills I’ve learned 
from the training! I hope to have my own shop in Syria one day. 

M E R A T H  2 0 1 8  |  2 0 1 9

Walking with families toward 
renewed hope

Diversifying our vocational
programs in Lebanon

Seven of our partners in Lebanon provided 
15 vocational trainings and adult literacy 
classes, enabling 170 participants to 
learn new skills in the hope of generating 
income, paying off their debts, and better 
providing for their families. 

We implemented hairdressing, sewing, 
beautician trainings, as well as adult 
literacy and computer classes. New types 
of trainings, including AC and electricity 
installation and repair, allowed us to 
enroll more people, including many men. 
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Building on the success of our previous 
agriculture project in Syria, our partner 
in a rural village near Homs and a local 
agricultural expert collaborated to support 
a new project benefiting 200 farmers with 
seeds, fertilizer, and livestock. The project 
helped build the resiliency of the farmers and 
resulted in increased yield and profits. 

In one prominent Syrian city, MERATH’s 
local partners have helped rehabilitate an 
estimated 136 dwellings. By providing safe 
homes to live in and much-needed work for 
local people, MERATH enabled nearly 700 
vulnerable Syrian individuals who have been 
through much hardship to start rebuilding 
their lives and look to the future.

 Meet  Mansour*
Our son always was our last remaining 
hope. My wife and I are starting to get 
old and all our other children passed 
away. We had enough resources 
to live until our son contracted a 
chronic disease when he was 16. We 
ended up spending all our savings 
to get his expensive treatment, and 
we had to sell our land that we used 
to cultivate. After that, we lived on 
my small retirement pension, which 
was not enough. When I knew about 
the agriculture project, I asked to be 
registered but I had no land anymore. 
Miraculously, a villager donated me 
two greenhouses. This enabled me 
to make good profit and to purchase 
the treatment that my only child 
desperately needed again.
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L I V E L I H O O D S  A N D  R E C O V E R Y

Contributing to recovery
and rehabilitation in Syria
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In 2018/19, we continued to bring our 
partners together to improve the quality 
of work across all sectors, providing 
opportunities for collaboration, knowledge 
sharing, encouragement, and networking.  
300 participants registered for our various 
workshops and trainings, with a special 
focus this year on child protection and 
protection mainstreaming. 

Taking care of our partners 

We are deeply thankful for the diverse gifts and abilities of our partners 
and staff, and we strongly believe in their potential. We continuously 
invest in them to help them respond to the needs of the most vulnerable in 
their communities with high standards, while offering them psychosocial 
support and trainings to help them maintain their wellbeing. 

Because our partners witness daily deep 
misery and injustice, it is very easy for 
them to become overwhelmed not just 
with the workload, but with emotional and 
spiritual burdens as well. In May and June 
2019, we held one-day retreats for 95 local 
partner staff. Each retreat included biblical 
reflections, games and crafts, prayer and free 
time, and debrief sessions with a counselor. 

I work for the local church’s community center 
in this informal settlement. One of my jobs is 
to run the second-hand shop where families 
can come and get the clothing they need. 
I also run the laundry facility and help the women with 
their washing. I like to sit and talk with the women, 
hear their stories and learn more about their lives. 

I visit them three days a week to bring them what they need and check on them. 
The people I help are not just numbers to me. I consider them to be like my family. 
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Meet  Nadia*
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Today was very beneficial.  Every time we are learning  something new  
and meeting new people. Now I have several prayer topics  

for the brothers and sisters I met today.   
Together we can accomplish more and overcome many chal lenges!
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Meet Talia*
The Lord has given me a desire to serve 
and I feel like His ambassador down here. 
The Syrians I meet tell me that when we 
help them they feel like they can breathe 
again. They feel that they are not alone. 
As a Lebanese woman, I have lived 
through war in my country, and the Syrian 
occupation. So when Syrians first started 
asking us for help, I felt God wanted us 
to learn the true meaning of forgiveness. 
A lot of my family members still do not 
understand why I put so much energy into helping our “former enemies.” But 
I learnt that God does not differentiate between people. A soul is a soul, and 
each human is precious in God’s eyes. 

Thank you for thinking  
of our wel l-being.  We real ly needed this time out  and with each other!

- Participants of one of our staff care retreats, June 2019 -

This day helped us feel as 

though God is with us and 

there are people thinking of us.
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Sleeping peacefully in her mother’s arms

Starting a new day at the “Little Friendly Space” in the Bekaa valley, Lebanon

Syrian farmer finally back to the field
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Love In the midst of hardship

Buying food for his family with the voucher provided by the local church



www.merathlebanon.org
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